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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Central Control Unit (CCU) undertook a forest control mission in the South
Province on 14 April 2003. Accompanied by the Independent Observer (Global
Witness), the mission visited the Sale of Standing Volume (SSV) 09 02 56,
situated in Ngoulemakong Sub-Division in the Mvila Division.
The company Société d’Exploitation et de Transformation des Bois du Cameroun
(SETBC) was granted Sale of Standing Volume 09 02 56 in January 2001. A case
of litigation was initiated against this company, by the Provincial Control Brigade
of the South, for logging beyond boundaries. According to the Head of the
Provincial Control Brigade, the file had been forwarded to MINEF.
Observations made in the field by the mission confirm that the SETBC logging
company carried out logging beyond the boundaries of its Sale of Standing
Volume. In fact, the mission counted half a dozen log ponds as well as hauling
tracks that led to tree stumps felled out of the boundaries. The logs found in these
log ponds carried the marks of the SETBC logging company and the marking of
the Forestry Marking Hammer.
The Independent Observer concluded that the SETBC logging company was guilty
of the offence of logging in a state forest outside the boundaries of a sale of
standing volume. It also committed the offence of fraudulent use of marks.
In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
o Pursuing the litigation initiated by the Provincial Control Brigade of the
South if an official statement of offence against the SETBC logging
company for logging out of the boundaries of Sale of Standing Volume 09
02 56 has been established. Otherwise, the summoning of officials of the
company for the purpose of issuing an official statement of offence for said
unlawful activities
o Notifying the SETBC logging company of the amount of fines, damages
and interest calculated on the basis of the Free-on-Board (FOB) value of
illegally logged timber;
o Taking disciplinary measures against the Head of the Local Forestry Post,
keeper of the marking hammer found to have been used on the illegally
logged timber.
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2. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
The mission was made up of Mrs Essono Danièle and Mr Mamene Pierre Marcel,
Controllers at the CCU; Mr Afene Obam James, Senior staff at the Forestry
Department; the Head of the Provincial Control Brigade for the South, and Messrs
Reiner Tegtmeyer and Serge C. Moukouri of the technical team of the Independent
Observer.

3. RESOURCES USED
-

1 Toyota Hilux Pick Up
1 Yamaha 100 motorbike
3 GPS (Garmin brand)
1 Video camera (Sony brand)
1 Digital camera
1 laptop computer (Sony brand)

4. CONSTRAINTS
There was no obstacles encountered..

5. MISSION FINDINGS
5.1 Case summary
The Sale of Standing Volume (SSV) 09 02 56 was granted to the company Société
d’Exploitation et de Transformation des Bois du Cameroun (SETBC) in 2001 (see
Appendix 1) for a period of three years. The Provincial Control Brigade for the
South recently undertook a control mission to this sale of standing volume. This
mission gathered proof of out-of-boundary logging of this title. The mission was
informed that an official statement of offence was established and forwarded to
MINEF in the month of March 2003. The mission was not given a copy of the said
official statement of offence.
5.2 Mission’s observations
a. Exploitation beyond the boundaries of SSV 09 02 56
The SETBC logging company carried out logging activities beyond the boundaries
of Sale of Standing Volume 09 02 56. This was confirmed by transposing the
boundaries of SSV 09 02 56 as described in the public call for tender (see
Appendix 2) on a 1/200,000e map of the logged area, and comparing the results
with GPS (Global Positioning System) points established during the inspection.
The mission observed that there were stumps, hauling tracks and log ponds located
outside the boundaries of this title (see map below).
Logging in a state forest outside the boundaries of a sale of standing volume is an
offence punishable under Section 156 of the 20 January 1994 Forestry Law.
Criminal, civil and administrative sanctions are provided for.
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Map: Area logged out of the boundaries of the SSV of SETBC company

Criminal sanctions include fines ranging from 200,000 to 1,000,000 CFA Francs
and/or six months imprisonment. Civil sanctions consist of assigning damages and
interest calculated on the basis of the Free-on-Board (FOB) value of timber
illegally logged to the victim of the offence, in this case the State of Cameroon.
b. Illegal marking
Logs found in log ponds situated out of the boundaries of SSV 09 02 56 carried
the marks of the Sales of Standing Volume under inspection and were hammermarked by the Ngoulemakong Head of Local Forestry Post (see photo below).
Claims of illegal marking made against the SETBC logging company are based on
the fact that logs felled out of the boundaries of the granted Sale of Standing
Volume carried the marks of the latter. Charges of illegal marking have also been
levied based on the fact that an official Forestry marking hammer was used on the
logs (see arrow on photograph) originating from illegal logging activities. Illegal
marking of timber is an offence punishable under Section 156 of the 1994 Law.
The use of an official Forestry Marking Hammer on illegally felled logs can be
considered an act of complicity on the part of a sworn officer in the committing of
a forestry offence. This offence is addressed in Section 162 of the 20 January 1994
Law and is punishable by a doubling of sanctions and penalties provided for.
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Photo: Log bearing the mark of the official Forestry Marking Hammer

NB: This photograph shows the stamping mistake made on the second binary of
the SSV number (04 instead of 02), retained in the granting order

6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Independent Observer concluded that the SETBC logging company carried out
logging in a state forest through a sale of standing volume, outside the boundaries
of the title in question.
In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
o Pursuing the litigation initiated by the Provincial Control Brigade of the
South if an official statement of offence against the SETBC logging
company for logging out of the boundaries of Sale of Standing Volume 09
02 56 has been established. Otherwise, the summoning of officials of the
company for the purpose of issuing an official statement of offence for said
unlawful activities
o Notifying the SETBC logging company of the amount of fines, damages
and interest calculated on the basis of the Free-on-Board (FOB) value of
illegally logged timber;
o Taking disciplinary measures against the Head of the Local Forestry Post,
keeper of the marking hammer found to have been used on the illegally
logged timber.
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